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A unique, inexpensive paperback edition devoted exclusively to the author's haunting poetry
contains a new introduction by a literary scholar and the complete verse of the ever-popular
storyteller. Original.

About the AuthorProfessor, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, Tennessee
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The Best of Poe: The Tell-Tale Heart, The Raven, The Cask of Amontillado, and 30 Others



JAVIER MAGANA, “A must have for any Poet or Literature collector. Contains all the works of
Edgar Allen Poe. Its portable and great quality cover/pages. Highly recommend.”

isabela, “GREAT. Just got it today and already love it!!”

Miqueal, “Really neat. I love the cluster of poems and story’s”

Deep sea siren, “Great collection of Allen Poe. Great collection of Allen Poe”

Ebook Library Reader, “really good. classic to read”

Israel Drazin, “People will benefit from reading this book. The short thirty-page book, “The Poetic
Principle,” contains the thoughts on poetry of the famed American writer Edgar Allen Poe, born in
1809, who died of an early unexplained death at age 40 in 1849. The book is very informative
and worth reading. He was a master poet. His 1845 poem “The Raven” made him famous
overnight. It is still taught in many high schools today. He published "The Murders in the Rue
Morgue" in 1841. It is considered the first modern detective story. Poe called it a "tale of
ratiocination," meaning the detective used his intelligence to solve the case. He was an author,
poet, and literary critic. He pioneered the short story genre and was a forerunner in developing
science fiction tales. He insisted that the short story and other writings should have one effect.
Everything in the tale should focus on this single mood and work to create it. Many people today
know him for his macabre works, such as The Pit and the Pendulum and The Fall of the House
of Usher. These and other writings have been adapted into films. Many critics think that his focus
on death resulted from experiencing the death of his parents when he was young.”

MelanieF, “Hard not to love Poe's poems. Hard not to love Poe's poems! and to have it in a nice
small book that is easy to carry is also nice.”

SallyAnn, “A wonderful, and great read! Edgar Allen Poe an entire array of his dark side of
poetry.. Five stars! for ANYONE who loves to read the tales of night. From "The Raven", to "The
Bells, It's all here! Edgar Allen Poe was just one of the inspirations for me personally in
becoming an award winning poet. A reccomendation This book to ANYONE who loves the works
of Poe.”

The book by Edgar Allan Poe has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 83 people have provided feedback.
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